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THE iM4ECHANISM OF TI-.; TR'IBO EFFECT

t' kby

T. G. cOwt Berg

Ahxý; iýact

Electrification in friction },.- bleen studied quantitatively. Glass balls
roll through a glass tube a d fall into a Faraday cage. The individual
charges on 150-200 balls z i• recorded-and evaluated st tistically.
Primary variables are -a+-k f cf feed of balls into the tube (f = 1 to f - 70
balls per minute) and timer spent by each-ball in the tube, (inclination
of tube a z 20 to a = 2'T). The empirical formulae obtained for the
average ab~ulute charge qand the fraction of positive balls N+ are
q "-- k , and N+ '2,". The atmosiphere in the tube is the
ambitint. -flo~ving02l-r.ough the tube makes N+ = 0 and increases
q by a ,,or, of 2. 5. B.lowing N2 through the tube has no appreciablei' effect,

The ric! -1nism of charge generation has been identified as to its maini•featur-es. - riction, catuses disturbance of the equilibriumi between the

glass sur;ace and the atmosphere and reactions tending to restore t'lls
equilibrium and to e,.'ab ish equilibriL, between the two surfaces iom
contact. These reacltions are oxidation - reduction reactions. Jnstrt,-.
mental in charge transfer are H and OH, prodicts of I10.

Alilepoved to. pubvc rcoeasc.; zyjtnniLt~on tif~nNtc'J4
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1. iNTRODUCTION

When two-bodies of different insulatingt' materials are rubbed against
each other, they become electrostatically charged, one positively, the
other nuigatively. When the two.bodies are of the same material, they,
do not accfui)'C charge. It was reported by Shaw , however, that-when
two rods of ebonite are rubbed against (,,ch other while held -.Srpen-
dicularly to each other, i. e. , such that one, the rubber, is rubbed at
one spot while the other, the rubbed, is rubbed along its length, the
rubber becomes first negative and the rubbed positive, but conitinued-
rubbing reverst's the signs. in this. experiment, the two rods are
initially identical, but tfley become different as to surface area rubbed
and amount of rubbing. It is well known that dust blown off th. ground
or, in general, powder rubbing against a solid body of the same
material, acquires electrostatic charge. The net charge is close to
zero, but the charges on the individual particles may have large
,positive and negative values. This c.sc is materialized when a powder
is sprayed through a metal'nozzle because the metal becomes covered
by the pov.'der " 2 .

S9wing to the practical importance of the electrification in friction,
ue.g., fire hazard, the phenorn~mon hi.as boen studoitd extensively in the
past More recently, the interest in aerosols has initiated investigations.

* These investigations have produced information on charge distribution
and the factors that influence amount and distribution of charge, but
the merchani"rms by which charge is generated and distfiibuted have re.-
mained obscure. In order to obtain information on these mechanisms,
cuantitative measurements under controfled conditions are required.
In particular, it is necessary to observe cach particle individually and
to d.:toermine its friction and its chargc. . This is hardly possible with
a large number cf particles as in a powder, and the information avail-.

*able is therefore essentially qualitative or semi-quantitative.

The ex:periment reported in this paper is designed to supply such
quantitattive information. It is inspired by the experiment by Shaw,
just referred to. One may ask what Shaw's result Would have been
had hc used a fresh rubber for each st'e.e, This case comes close to
simulating a stream of powder par..i -: •--, along a tube. In our
experiment, glass balls were rolled tt. tg.,a glass tube into a Faraday
caue, and the charges acquired by the( individual balls through friction
against the tube were recorded.

CI"
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-The 1cti •n• -of Iglass inTfriction has been studied extensively.-•Reercn~ce niaC :b.-made :to 'Vieweg4), w-ho studied the effect of water

Mdfter drvir.g in w- dessicatori and-Rizzi5), who' stAdled the effect of
heathiig. Thu effeFt -of surface -treatment has been, studied by Vieweg
' Shaw and-x1,.L je•P'& nd)Koblu- The results of these investigations

thare-that t ei .has a fhijd-n metital.effect, and that the acid-base nature
-of Surfac0 c ontaminants in -aqueous solution is decisive to sign and
-magnitude -of- chaxrge. The-effedt of the atmosphere uon friction elec-
trification haýi hecn studied by, Jbhes.&) and by.Debeauq). The latter
1invest i3Ztor concluded that adsorption from the atmosphere constitutes

-the ess-ence.of the -phenon'irca.

Atleariy, 1-'iction -does not ci-cate electricity, it mez.'ely causes a re-

distribution ofelectrical charge, i. e. , transfer of electrons from one
body to the- other'. The, mechanism of electrification is thus related to
that or e•,ectiontL~ansfer from a, solid to an electrolyte or from a solid
to a vacuum. The former case applies to friction in the ordina'ry
-atmosphere and, gcenrally, iAn the presence of moisture. The mechanism
of. *vctrozi transfcr from a metal electrode to an -electrolyte is described
by the formula 10)

emetal H2  1 - . -metaI + So

Thu cluctr-on transfer is thus effected by H20 or, rather, by decomposing
1120. The i:eceivcr of H1 becomes positive, and the receiver of O- bucomes
-negative.

The transfer of electrons to a vacuum or a gas from a solid exposed
to-f/,iction i's l-nown as the Kiamer effect. This effect will not be
disc issed in thk connection because the electron transfer to an elec-
trolyte is more directly applicable to two solids separated by a film
or water.

It -follows f1rom the evirlence reerred to that the essence of electri-
fication iAn friction is the distu:wbance of the equilibrium between surface
and atmosphere and subsequent reactions with the constituents of the
atmosphere, particularly water, to restore this equilibrium. These
surfa~e reactions are similar to those on 61ectrodes immersed in an
electrolyte They cause clectron transfer and thereby electrification.
This view will be pursued in detail in Section 5. ,
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In view of the essential role of the atmosphere, one'would like to
study elect rification in dcfferent atmiospheres. The apparatus used
'in o,,r experiiments pein-mts study in the ambient atmosphere only
It is hoped thait the -Ctft(;t of the.atmosphere will- be studied quanti-
Ua tively in a continuation of thi's investigation However, the data
obtained in the anizbient atmosphere permit conclusion on the main
"Lfeatures- of the nechauisns involveed

2. l, ,XPElIM4E N ' AL; AP:l.2RA:I'US'

The expexje cntal- setup is, showh -in -Figure 1. Glass balls are fed
thr ;mgh the funnel arid copper tube, to the right of Figure 1, into a
glass tube and -rollt through the glass tube into a Faraday cage, to
the left in Figure l. The charges acquired by the balls -through
friction against the glass tube are recorded on ,n'Esterline.Angus
recorder together with the General Radio DC Amplifier. The funnel
and copper tube are connected to oround. (This does not remove the.
"charges froni the balls, -and the glass balls art therefore charged
,%-hen they enter the glass tube. The frequency f at which the glass
bails are delivered into the fdlass tube is controlled by a shutter that
is operated. by a motor.driven cam Witih two motors of different
gear ratios with two carns of I andA notches, and ,by varying the
•voltage oi- the motor, thedef-reCuenc y f can be varied contint re.sly
between' I and 70 balls per minute,

t•' The glass tlbo. has an internal diameter of 10 mm and a length of
24 inches The glass halls have a diameter of 5 :h 0. 5 mrm, The tube
is made of Pyrex glass, the balls of borosilicate glass

The inclination of the glass, tube is measured by means of a protrac-
tor and a plumb line Four difierent inclinat ions were used 20, 0.,
28 50, -12. 5, and 2, 1c), in this sequence.

_*
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The niput resistance-of the amplifier is set at 10 10" ohms. This gives
alrnbst complete d:scaharge between the balls even at the highest fre,-
q uern.y. lMfh,-r freqjuencies would require a smaller input resistance
and a correspording loss of accuracy. The voltage from the Faraday
cage is of the order of volts and' the charge on the ball of the order of
up to I00o1 ,'±, dependcing upon the experimental condit-.ons. The charges
arc measured and ovaiuatcd in terms of scale degrees, the absolute
arr~ount of charge being of no moment to the purpose of this investigation.

The Faraday cage consists o0 two coaxial- gylinder-s as shown in
Figure 2.

No means are available bor thc control of temperature and humidity in
the room, but these quantities are recorded or, a Serdex Hygrothcrmogiaph.

3. EXPEkljMtNTAL PROCEDURE

The glass balls and the glass tube were-first tried as received oIrom
the supply house. Numerous exploratory runs wtire made while- trying
out the apparatus. Although thlcse were not evaluated- they showed
reprodukibility of the mair. feiatures. ,n parti!cular, both positive and
Aegative charges were recorded. After these runs and prior to tuanti-
tive studhis, the balls were all cleaned in water under exposure to
ultrastatud. Thf,, effect "of this treatment was studied later. However,
after clcanirg, the charges were negative with initially no positive
charges at all. After numcroas runs in connection with a modification
of -the Ieding device,, the initial state was qualitatively reproduced.
The (;uartitative studies were then undertaken with the balls in this
state.

Throughout the enstire investigation, the balls were :'.v-r touched by
the hard, Balls sp;iled on the table or the floor were put aside. The
balls were kept in a- giass flask and poured into the funrel. They were
re,,ý,vered from tht. Faraday cage. by pouring them -back irto the storage
flask.
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The results were -reproducible within the accuracy to be expected,
and no trend in the data from repeated runs i.ýould: be discerned. In
runs at different frequencies, the frequency was altered in a randomr
fashion in order to elimninate the effect of any change wit'h time or

wear upon the relation betwecn charge and frequency. No such
'effect was'noticed.

After comrpletion of ihe study of the depende.nce of cbar:;c upon frequency
of balls and incinit.:ion of tube, the effct. of clca.,i:qg ',,Ss tudicd. The
balls were divided into three lot:,. Each lot wvas poured into an Erlenmeyer
flask, distilled water was filled on, the watr.r was boited to expel air,
and t he flask was sealed. Each lot was then exposcd to ultrasound for
10 minutes, one lot with 02, one lot with N?, and one lot with air
bubbling througoh the water bVefo-e and during exposure. The balls were
dried under a light bulb, and the three lots weL*e stored in separate
flasks. These balls were then run separately and repeatedly over a
period of 200 hours at two frequencieS, 7 and 28 balls per minute, and
at an inclination of 20. 6 in order to study the effects of aging and wear
upon the charge.

SWhen this study was completed, the balls cleane!d by ultrasound under

air were run 10 times, the same balls being used in all these runs, at
a frequency of 28 balls per minute and an inclination of 20. 60. This
experiment war, then repeated twice, each time with freshly cleaned
balls, in a series of 13 consecutive runs.

.After running the three lots of balls as just describ-d they were boiled
in water and the runs at 7 and 28 halls per minute, inclination 20. 60,
were repeated.

Finally, the balls cleaned in ultrasound under N2 were cleaned again
undcr air. These balls were then run at four frequencies 1, 4, 7, and
28 balls per minute, at an inclination of 20. 6.

The apparatus does not permit experiments with a controlled atmosphere
in the glass tube. However, two exploratory experiments were run with
N2 and 02, respectively, blown through the il.ass tube from the entrar ;e
end.

4.\
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 "NORMAL" BALLS

A typical record is shown in Figure 3. The records were evaluated
as to-number of positive, negative, and neutral balls, charge distri-
bution, and average positive, negative, absolute, and net charge. A
typical charge di,-kribution is shown in Figure 4. The other quantities
determined are shown -in Figures 5 - 11.

For "normal" balls, the aver?.go absolute charge is

q klV" (k)

as shown in Figure 5. The value of ki is

k1 = k 2 (cosec a)/2 (2)

as shown in Table I and Figure 6, a denoting the inclination of the tube.
The relation (2) holds for a ý 12. 5. There is no incrcase in k 1, when
a is reduced from 12. 5° to 2. 10.

TABLE,] 1.

a 2.10 12.50 20.00 28.5

sin a 0. 03664 0.21644 0. 34202 .0.47716

cosec a 27,290 4.6202 2.9238 2. 0957

kI 2.86 3. 15 2.50 2. 12

k 8.18 9.81 6.25 4.4'9

2kjsin aCL 2. 13 2. 14 2. 14

k 3  32.6 * 30.3 19.5 12.8

k 3 sin a 6. 56 6.67 6.11
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The value N+ of the percentage of positive balls follows a plot very
similar to that of q. Figure 7 shows N+ as a function of "Iff. The

plot is linear at small values of f and reaches a saturatibn level of
4 50 - 60 percent that seems to be independent of a. The slopes k 3

of the straight lines in Figuie 7 are plotted against cosec a in Figure 8.

A straight line is obtained in the range 12. 5 = a = 28. 5 . The values
of k3 sina are given in Table 1. The value of k3 at 0 = 2. 10 is the same
as that at a 12. 5 . Thus,

N+ =k3 F for small values of f (3)

13= .k 4 co.sec a for large values of a (4)

The time spent by each ball in the tube, assuming zero iiiitial velocityj
is

21,
(5)

g sin a

when L is the length of the tube and g is the acceleration ot gravity.
Accordingly,

k = k 2 T for small values of T (6).

k3 = k,T 2 for small values of T (7)

For "normal" balls, small values of *rare below I second.

The time t between successive balls is

t'= ( . , (8)

Combining these formulae we obtain

q= kjrt for small values of (9)

S 1

q k 2  ." for large values ofT (10)

2 1 1
N+ k4  for small values of Tand-. (11)

2
N+ = k4 for small values of T"and t (12)

1

N+ k4 for large values of Tand t (13)

N+ = k for largc values of Tand-T (14)
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Figure 9 shows a plot of the ratio 6f:average positive charge q+ to average
negative charge q' against square roý.t of frequenqy f. As may be expected,
this plot is similt.,r to that f r N+ in P igurd 7. There is a remarkable
scatter of the data, but the data obtained at C = 12.50 and a = 20.00 seem
tobe adequately, "epresented by th.! lines drawn in Figure 9.

The fraction>Noof uncharged balls, defined as those giving no deflection
of the recorcer, was Yeiternmined. Figure 10 axid Figure 11 show plots of

0N0 against-•- ;nrid of N against "Ff, respectively. The definition of N
being rather arbitralry, linked as it is to the response of the recorder, the

4 significance of these plots should not be exaggerated. They show, however,
that N comcs to zero at a finite frequency and to unity at some small
frequency close to zero.

4.2 SURFACE- TREATED BALLS

The effect of ultrasound upon, oxygenated water is to produce 1O2.2' In
aerated water, HNO 2 and HNO 3 are rormed in addition to HzO 2 . The balls
treated with ultrasound in Water under 02, N2, and air were run like the.
"normal" balls, although le-ss extensively. Table 2 shows the ratio between
the average absolute charge of these balls and those of "normal" balls at
C1 = 200 and at f = 7 and f 2. 28 balIs per minute. This ratio is based on
the curve drawn in Figure 5 for a = 20.00 and'the average ofthree runs
for the treated balls.

T.43LE 2.

f= 7 f 28 balls per

minute

q 6.75 13. 50
"Normal" balls

q 6.30 9.96
Balls treated under 02

ratio 0.93 0.74

q 8.27 12.57
Balls treated under N2

ratio 1.22 0.94

q 4.23 5.21
Balls treated under air

ratio 0.63 0.39 --
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" I
It follows from this comparison that treatment under 02 or N2 does not
appreciably chante the ,balls and that treatment under air reduces the
average absolute charge of the balls. The effect of treatment under air
is particularly c(onspicuous in the fraction N+ of positive balls: in the
first run, at f 7 balls pe" minute, there was not one positive ball
among a. total of 217 balls.

It was noticed that the value of N,,. increased as the experiments were
repeated. This change was not related to time of storage, but it was
simply related to the nunumber n of runs as shown in Figure 12. Thus,

N+ = k 5 nl (15)

This result shows that the formula (4I) holds for, a much longer time,-7iT,
for these balls as compared to "normal" balls. Parall~el to this increase
in N+ there was an increase in q+, but this increase occurred at the
expense of q, and there was no trend in the values of q.

Two attempts at reproducing the result (15) were made. Figure 13
,shows the two plois of NI. againist n [or these runs. Although the result
(15) was not reproduced, those latter results show that N+ increases
with n up to close to 90 percent. It should be pointed out that the same
tube was used in all thesu experiments. and that nitrite and nitrate were
probably rubbed off the halls onto the tube wall. This may account for
the differences between the three runs.

The data in Table 2 sugges4 ' that the balls exposed to ultrasound in
aerated water reach a limniting value of the average absolute charge
that does not increase with a further increase in frequency. In order
to check this point, a new set of balls thus treated were prepared and
run at 1, 4, 7, and 28 balls per minute. The result is shown in Figure 14.

4. 3 EFFECT O' THE ATMOSPHERE'
0

As already pointed out, the apparatus used in these studies does not
permit the use of controlled ;itmosplicres in the glass tube. However,
a few qualitative tests were minde in which gases were blown through
the tube.
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B3reathing down the tube caused conden.satipn of water on the tube wall.
in this state no char,,e was obtained., Slight breathing that did not cause
condensvtion reduced the charge; the positive charge was reduced much
more thar was the negative charge.

Flushing the tube with N2 slightly increased the average charge but had
little effect on the ratio of positive to negativ\ie balls.

Flushing the tube with 02 increased the average charge by a factor of
2. 5 and co, mpletply suppressed the positive charges.

4.4 QUALIT'ATIVE OBSERVATIONS

Within the experimental accuracy there was no noticeable effect of variations
t tcmpcrature (60 - 80° F) and relative humidity (50 - 30 percent) upon

the quantities observed. The average absolute charge seemed to decrease
somewhat with increasing humidity.

Owing to variations in size and roundness of the glass balls, it occurred
(ccasion,'lly that two h•lls werc delivered together or with a short interval
into the glass tube. Numerous such pairs were rbcorded. There was
no relation between such balls as to sign and magnitude of charge.

it was thought'that the charges would be rehiloved from the balls partly
in the Faraday cage and finally in the feeding device. This turned out
to be wrong. The balls entering the glass tube were charged. In order
to check this further, the balls were conducted through a ground*-connected
copper tube between the glass tube and the Faraday cage. This had no

.noticeable effect on the voltage of the Faraday cage, and it made no dif-
ference whether the balls rolled on the wall of the ground-connected copper
tube or dropped through it withjtit touching the wall. Although, thus,
passage through the ground-connectc-d copper tube did not remove the
charge from the balls, it was observed that the first ball of each run,
particularily after a long delay since the preceding run, gave no charge
to the Faraday cage, and that a stationary state of charge was built up
gradually by the first few balls.

4,
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5. TH1-1EORY

As was pointed out in Section 1. H and 01-1 are insti.umnietal in electron
transfer processes in general and in the electrification by friction in
particular. The sourc c of H and 01-1 is 1-120 in the atmosphere or in the
sotid bodies. ýv these experiments, H2 0 was abundant to the extent
that its reactior, particularly the heterogeneous formato|on of, and OH-I,
may be assumed to be rapid. Rate-determining in the formatin of charge
anId in its dcstrzt tion upon balls ard tube should then be subsequent
r(*act:ons of H and 01-1.

"'hc identification of the reaction mechanism requires muantitative study
of the effects of the pertlnent species, i. e. , measurements in controlled
atmoosphe res. Such study is planned as a continuation of this investigation.
Meanwhile, information may be derived from the results reported in
Stuction 4. "

".n the interprtation of the data it should be bor'ne in mind that the data
do not pertai,, immediately to generation of charge but to dis.tributiorn of
charge. in terms of electron transfer, the data pertai'n to the difference
blwc1%)ivn Ihc -iitv-, of ,lectron transfer in the two directtions ball-tube and
tube ball. The sys tern ball -tube constitutes a rectifier for the flow of
charge whatever the source of charge may be. On the other hand, the
:tanount of charg,. on the ball cdepe ndcs not only upon thO relative distri -
bution of charge but also upon the total amount of charge to be distributed.

The fact that N, increases with 7 shows that the cha'gt. on the ball changes
its sign during the passage.Cof the ball through the tube and with a tendency
"to becoming more posi twr up to a L ertain limiting valt.c of ', above which
positivoly ard negatively charged balls are approximately equally abun-
dant. At se':Ins to follow that ball and tube rub off on eac.h other until 'eir
surfaces are eq ual, whel eupon the'probability of charge of one sign on
either of the two is the same. This conclus-on is borre out by the obser-
vation that fresh balls and tubes behavew differently from balls and tubes
worn in together.

I
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The fact that N.. incroases with f shows then that the result of this
e,.tualizat;on dcLays with time. However, above a certain limiting
value of f, . is independent of I and is approximately 50 per. ent.
At this state. the decay no more affects N.÷ but it continues to
affect

The va'ue of q increases with 7'tup to a certain limitirg value, which
is the same as that for NI But q continues to increase with f1 far
beyond the 1imiting value for N

These observations suggest that the total charge increases with f, at
least above a certain value of f, and that Tessentjally affects the distri-
but~on of charge. :f this conclusion is correct, the 'harge generation

Sdet.ays according to formula (1). This means that each bali passing
through the tube creates a state in the tube that is instrumental in the
generation of charge.

Clearly, the decay of the charge-generating state proportion•ally to
Smay be accounted for in several ways. The evidence indicates
sur'tace phenomena rather than phenomena, in *the gas volume of the
glass tube. Such evidence is the profound effect ol surface treatment
"and the negligible effect of blow;ng NZ through the tiabe.

The per1' ,nent heterogeneous rý_actions h;ave been treated in pi',,.-eding
papers The decomposition of H-120 Qn an oxide (glass) surface
is enormously accelerated by traces of a hydrogen. replacing metal.
Such metal is present in the glass, e. g. , Na. 'At a stationary state.
whe: reducticn and uxida'ion are at a balance, the amount of such metal
n-" the surface is constant, %tnd reactions occur preferentially on and at
exposed free metal 13). On such metal, the equilibrium

S S-12Oads , "-L-" HmI etal q 01-ads k 16)

is rapidly estabi-shed. Dei.oting coverages by bracke's and concentration
in solution in the metal by braces, this equilibrium gives

{ o.1 i] K" [H0 (1
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In the -:ase at hand. at high H2Ovapor pressures, r5- 12 01is close to unity
and 11.13.

joi•, !18;.

11-13)
The fraction of free absorption sites is

K

(,ri2 0 )

when ;'-1?0; denotes the water vapor pressure -and K is the equ,.librium
constant in.

(1-12 0) (1 - 0) -- K[H2 0] (20)

I1.• 13'
Absorption of H occurs by the reaction

1-2 0 1-lads '- Hmetal - H20 ads (21)

and at the rate

k(HI2 ) [OH] (1 - 0) (22)

hintegration gives

(1-12)

JiI 6 1/2 "
(H210)

In the case at hand, the value of (l-12) just above the surface is a constant
that is determined by the rate of escape of 1-2 from the surface into a
vaCuum, and-the value of (1-120) is also a constant. Accordingly, from
equations (18) and (23).

k
-oit-" (24)

it should be pointed out that, at a stationary state, the rate of absorption
of 1H1 is equal to the rate of desorption of 1-12, although these processes
occur at diffcrent spots on the surface, and it is also' equal to the rate
of oxidation of metal and reduction of oxide. Absorption of 14 Hocturs at spots
of redu-ltLon, desorption of 1-12 occurs at spots of,, xidtion. These phe.
"nomena have been discussed in detail elsewhere

i''I
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Cornparitng the formulae 01) ard "2,) we find that q is proportional to
,Ol[ I. Thus the case of l.terogeneous reaction of Oi is comnlpatibl,

Nýiith the enp-iric•dl formula I.

Let us .'onsider two surfaces in contact, both of which consist of oxide
& vwith Islands of free metal. For simplicity, the oxide will f£5rst be dis-

regarded as a chemical species and considered as an electrical insulator
only. The free metal is partly covered with F120, partly with OH, and is
partly bare. The reason why there are undecomposed 1-120 molecules is
that they have no adjacent free adsorption site. if now an J-?,O site on
one surface comes in contact with a free site .on the other surface, this
1-10O molecule decornposes into H and OH. if the free site is adjacent to
ai- 01-1 sie and receives aii H atom, the two combine and th,.- result is
that an OH on one surface and an 1-120 on the other surface have changed
places. There is no charge transfer in this process. If, however, the
free site that receives the H-1 atom is not adjacent to an OH sire, the 1I.
atom goes into the metal and charge transfer occurs so that the receiver
of H-I becomes positive and the other, .the receiver of OH, becomes nega-
tive. Since ' increases for the receiver of -1, its number of OH sites
decreases and its ability to receive H 1under charge transfer increases.
By the same token, the receiver of OH loses ability to receive H under
charge transfer, Thus, if an island starts to charge positively, it will
contiv.u to charge positively. The process continues until 111201] , [Qel-)
S..nd "ti" are equal for both metals. From there on there is ino further
net transfer of charge. The charge is thus proportional to the total
time of contact '(, up to a certain limiting value, as found empirically.

-f.now one surface, the ball, is at equilibrium with the atmosphere while
the other surface, the tube, has an excess of 01-1 as compared to the
equilibrium, the ball island will be positively and the tube islavd negatively
charged, the amount of charge being proportional to the excess of OH above
that at eluilibrium. Since, hccording to formula ý24), the excess of 011
is proportional to ;= , the amount, of positive charge oil the ball islatid is
proportional tO 4) as found empirically.

Let us now consider the oxide at the edge of the metal island. If the ball
island is at eq-uilibrium with the atmosphere while the tube island is not,
the 01-1 density at the edge of the ball island is still higher than the OH
(density on the tube island. There will therefore be an exchange of Ol
and 1-12 0, as previously described, at the.edges. This process will con.-
tinue unt:l the islainds become, on the average, equal on both surfaces.

i_4.
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Clearly, the more total free metal there is 'on one surface, the smaller
is the edge effect and the smaller the over-all density of OF! at equi-
librium. lhthn.e, the mnore total free metal, the. more positive charge.
Therefore, sdda glass should be positive with respect to Pyrex, and a
ball of a glass interinecdiate between soda glass and Pyrex should be
negzative with respect to soda glass and positive with respect to Pyrex.
This is in a&ýreement with observation. On the other hand, with pro-
longed rubbing, the metal-rich glass will reduce whatever metal there
is in the :netal-poor glass and the difference will be correspondingly
reduced. This is also in agreement with observation.

The exchange just referred to, by which the metal-rich suface reduces
oot more nxetal on the metal-poor surface,does not occur perfectly
uniformly. Some balls "rub off" more, other balls less. A state will
therefore ht. established in which the balls and the length of the tube
are covered, on the average, by equal amounts, of free, metal. At this
state, irrespectively of the bulk analyses, there are equal numbers of
positive and negative balls above certain values of 7' and f.

The mechanism outlined above is corroborated by the observed effects
of N? and 0-, blown through the tube. N2 , that has little effect on OH,
has little effect upon the charge. 02, however, that react;. with H to
form Ol1H according to the formula

02 + 2HmIrnetal -. PH2 0 2 ads- 2 0 1- ads (25)

has a drastic effect upon the balls, which are at equilibrium with the ambient
atmosphere and contain much N. It makes all the balls negative by in-
creasing their f~-I . It also increases the average charge that is pro-
portional to[0-].

The oxidation-reduction mechani.,mn and the charge transfer mechanism
accordinLg to formula (1) are, fundamentally, those of electrochemical
potential. The electrochemical aspect has been emphasized by Wolf 14,)

who considered transfer of metallic ions to a film of water on the insulator
as the essence of electrification in friction. In the experimental pursuit
of this view, Wolf showýed that the sign of the charge mnay be reversed by

Ii
Ki
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the application of an electric field of suitable magnitude and dirccton.
The electruthemical aspect is borne out by a comparison between the
potentialb of metals rubbed again,1t SiO 2 and their standard electrode
potentials. This compi,Lrson is shown in Figure 15 on the data of Shaw
and Leavey and the electrode potentials given by Cooke

6. CONCLUSION

The experimental technique used in this investigation permits the quanti-
tive study of electrification'in friction. The choice of nealy equal
materials in the friction co-uple eJlminates unessentials and directs the
attention to the basic mechanism of electrification.

The data show that the essence of this mechanism is the disturbance of.
the equilibrium between the surface and the atmosphere as a result of
friction and the subseq.'nt equalization of the disturbed surfaces to each
other and with the atmosp,,ere.

Although the identification of th'. details of the electrification mechanism
requires tflc study of the, effect of tnc atoh the marin features of
the mechanism can be derived from the resutI]: obtained in the ambient

Satmosphere.

The results are compatible with the general niichanism for electron
transfer as outlined in Section 1. The role'of water requires surface
reactions of the water with the ,,glass, the rncchcinisms of which were
worked out in detail in a previous investigation I). It consists in
oxidation-reduction processes involving the silicate of the glass and
fr'ee metal reduced out from the silicate.

I
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